Drawing Miniatures
with Watercolor Artist
Gabrielle Reeves

Date: October 29, 2020
Time: 3:30 PM (CDT)
Location: Online

About Gabrielle Reeves

Gabrielle Reeves is a visual artist born in Wyoming, Casper. Her works were displayed in a number of solo exhibitions including Nicolaysen Art Museum in Casper, Global Village Museum in Fort Collins and Guray Museum in Cappadocia, Turkey. Additionally, her works were displayed in a number of group exhibitions including Yeni Hikayeler / New Stories in Istanbul Concept Gallery and Kaybolan Suretler / Lost Forms, Şehir Ezmesi / City Paste: an exhibition reflecting on change in Istanbul in Circuit Istanbul, and Plastik Sanatlar / Plastic Arts exhibition in Silahtar Caravansaria in Malatya, Turkey. Her work is in several permanent collections including the Nicolaysen Art Museum, The Guray Museum in Cappadocia and the University of Wyoming Campus in Laramie WY. Gabrielle is currently living in Istanbul and working as a freelance artist.

Website: gabriellereeves.com
Instagram: @gabrielle_reeves_art
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